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Introduction
If you think you might be a little bit of a pervert then this is probably not the site for you. ExtremeHolly
is a site for only the most hardened of smut spectators.

Adult Review
Whether it's a candle, cucumber, bulk-pack of magic markers, hammer, letter-opener, fist or frankfurter Holly has done it all.
Rolling up a $20 bill and snorting loads of cum is just one of the memorable tricks this buxom brunette performs on a daily
basis.
  
  ExtremeHolly does provide you with the expected footage you would get from any other feature girl website. A variety of
settings and guest appearances.... but that isn't what this site is really about.
  
  Holly is the kind of blue collar stunt-slut that steps up when the embarrassment of a scene would be too much for a standard
"starlet" to accept. Put simply, the stuff Holly does would make people like Jenna or Tera puke... and if they actually did
puke, that's about where Holly would want to get started.
  
  Usually the more hardcore the content is, the less likely it is to be supported by a well designed interface and competent film
crew. Again ExtremeHolly does the unexpected by providing the most extreme content on the net coupled with top tier
technology. Extensive hi-res picture sets and lengthy video clips in a variety of formats from dial-up friendly to impressively
clear 720x480 are available for each and every update.
  
  The gigantic back-catalog of hundreds of scenes accompanied by a robust behind the scenes archive and other creative
features make this site well worth the price of admission. Daily updates, additional ExtremeNetwork sites included for free
and the obvious effort of the site's webmaster to earn your recurring business makes ExtremeHolly one of the few sites well
worth the price of maintaining a membership.
  

  Update 1/11/2007
  While all of the above remains true, it has now been brought to our attention that Holly has left the business and her site is 
no longer updating. The existing content is still fantastic and the other included sites are updating but we have adjusted the
score on this review to reflect the fact that it is no longer providing new material.
  

Porn Summary
There are a lot of places you could spend your porn dollars today but none of the others would provide you with the kind of
content loyal fans have come to expect from Extreme Holly. The only things that seemed to limit Holly are legal restraints
from the government and the known laws of modern physics. Unfortunately the site has stopped updating.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'It is truly rare to find such a pretty body on such a filthy whore'
Quality: 95  Updates: 25 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 100
Support: 100 Unique: 100    Taste: 95        Final: 82
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Porn Sites Included
Extreme Sophia (92) ,Spit Swappers (92) ,Blowjob Races (87) ,ExtremeAlex (86) ,SexySoloSluts (84) ,ExtremeGirlNetwork
(81) ,Blowjob Races (76) ,CumChallenge (70) 

Porn Niches
Ass to Mouth, Brunettes, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, PornStars, SexToys, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: 2 Days for $5.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Pay By

Phone, Other
Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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